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This case-study unfolds in four phases. Originating in  Wreay, the Parkers acquired property 
at Old Town, near High Hesket, and built a house there in the late seventeenth century: 
this lay opposite the confl uence of two major drove roads. As yeomen farmers, the family 
prospered from servicing the droving trade and through successful marriages. Then, in the 
late eighteenth century, six family members moved south to Stockport and Manchester 
with capital raised on the Old Town property. There they amassed considerable wealth 
through involvement in the cotton industry. In 1822, while retaining Old Town and their 
industrial concerns further south, they returned to Cumberland, having purchased the 
Warwick Hall and Skirwith Abbey estates. When they failed in the direct male line in 
1856, their properties were split. Old Town and Warwick Hall passed to an improvident 
successor who, with little commitment to the region, sold both in the 1890s.

Yeomen Farmers

Family circumstances in the later seventeenth century

ON 25 March 1686 a relatively young man, Christopher Parker, was dying 
in Cumberland. He probably lay in the older of the two houses he owned 
there, that at Carleton, south-east of Carlisle, and north of Wreay where his 

father had lived. No doubt helped by his solicitor, he executed a will, and died shortly 
afterwards for the will was probated on 10 April. His birthdate is unknown: but his 
father had died in 1683; and marrying in 1678, Christopher had fathered four children 
in quick succession – one son and three daughters. At his death he was probably in his 
mid-thirties. He was buried in St. Mary’s Churchyard in Upper Hesket.1 

Christopher’s will began conventionally. ‘Sick and weak in body’, he thanked God 
that he was ‘of good and perfect memory’ and committed his ‘soul into the hands of 
… my Creator’. He left his heir, Thomas, two Arkes (large wooden chests) and two 
tables, a pair in each of his houses at Carleton and Hesket. There were fi ve small 
bequests, mainly to younger relations: two, each for ten shillings, and three, each for 
fi ve shillings. Beyond these, all his personal estate, which was valued at £90, was 
left equally to his daughters. When split three ways these were moderate bequests. 
Nevertheless, the gross value of Christopher’s personal estate placed him among the 
more substantial of the region’s yeomen farmers; and, noticeably, none of it went to 
Thomas, who he clearly felt was well provided for by his inheritance as a customary 
tenant of ‘lands and tenements’. All Christopher’s children were minors and very 
young. The key clause, therefore, came last: his three brothers were appointed his 
executors and the guardians of his children until they came of age.
 
There are three signifi cant features of this will. Firstly, it was more formal and detailed 
than that of his father a few years earlier and, indeed, than those left in the succeeding 
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generation. The guardians of Christopher’s children were urged to ‘educate and bring 
them up according to their quality and degree’; and in particular, and somewhat 
anachronistically, they were vested with responsibility for ‘the wardship of ... Thomas 
and of all his lands and tenements’.2 Here was a man who, though distressed by the 
prospect of his early demise, felt that he had done well for himself and his family. Few 
contemporary yeoman farmers addressed their executors so precisely or possessed 
two houses and adjacent property some six miles apart.
 
Yet secondly, what grounds were there for his conviction? Why, and how, did he feel 
that he had moved the family on? The answer to these questions lay in the location 
of his property. In particular, that at ‘Hesket’ was at Old Town, immediately south of 
Upper Hesket, next to the junction of two important drove roads: one leading due 
south from Carlisle, past Carleton and Wreay, through Nether Hesket and then Upper 
Hesket, and to and beyond Old Town; the second coming from the north-east, down 
the upper stretches of the Eden valley, passing through the village of Armathwaite 
with its bridge over the river, and then linking with the other route at Old Town some 
two-and-a-half miles away.
 
Cumberland had a network of drove roads bringing cattle south from Scotland, and 
the west coast routes were ‘extensively used’. The earliest estimate of the volume of 
this traffi c dates from 1661, when tolls were paid on 18,574 cattle passing through 
Carlisle in that year. By 1675 between 20,000 and 30,000 beasts a year from Galloway 
were reckoned to be following the same route. At strategic points in this network 
were extensive pasture grounds where cattle were fattened prior to sale at Penrith, 
at the great fairground at Rosley to the west of the Heskets, or elsewhere. The lands 
around Upper Hesket, Nether Hesket and nearby Broadfi eld Common constituted 
one such ‘much used’ pasture area. Christopher Parker’s property lay at its heart and 
in fact fl anked the confl uence of these two major drove roads. He derived the bulk 
of his income, as did certain of his neighbours, from fattening cattle.3 His own herd 
included 16 beasts worth £29. 10s. 0d. and at winter’s end in 1686 he still had stocks 
of oats, bigg, rye, hay and straw worth £20. 15s. 0d. Moreover, debts owing to him 
(£53) and by him (£79) indicate that he was actively engaged fi nancially . Some of 
the cattle he fattened no doubt belonged to other people and were destined for local 
markets. Others were brought there on his own account, for Cumbrian yeomen were 
becoming increasingly interested in purchasing and overwintering young cattle for 
later re-sale.4

 
The third signifi cant feature of the will is its statement that one pair of his prized Arkes 
and tables was ‘standing and being in my new dwelling house at Hesket’, that at Old 
Town. The house was probably built in the early 1680s. Having acquired land at this 
strategic point, Christopher Parker built a house there as a base next to the property 
which provided much of his income.
 
The origins of the family 

Christopher’s father was Thomas, yeoman of Greane Head, Wreay, north-west of the 
Heskets. Thomas was born c.1630 and died in 1683. His marriage produced four 
children, of whom Christopher was the eldest. Thomas’s will of 1682 reveals him as a 
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working farmer of some means. He left Christopher ten bushels of oats and bigg, and 
a stone trough; his daughter, Ann, a chest and a cauldron; another son, Thomas, got 
a standing crop, six bushels of oats, and ‘half of all the household stuff ’; and another, 
William, received everything else and became his executor. As with Christopher, most 
of his bequests, though not his property, went to children other than his heir. After 
payment of his debts and funeral expenses the residue of Thomas’s personal estate was 
valued at some £73, a not inconsiderable sum.5 

There is inconclusive evidence of Parkers in the area in the fourteenth century, but there 
were certainly Parkers in Wreay in the later sixteenth century. By the mid-seventeenth 
century the family was well-established between Carlisle and Penrith: registers contain 
numerous Parker references, for Wreay, Hesket, Penrith and elsewhere.6

Until the early seventeenth century the Border region had regularly endured the 
depredations of Border Reivers, thieves and, above all, cattle rustlers whose activities 
rendered the area insecure and generally inconducive to settled agriculture; and both 
the Heskets had been plundered. In 1603 the accession to the English throne of James I, 
already King of Scotland, offered a possible solution to these long-standing diffi culties 
which, once his regime was established, was secured. Indeed, it was while pausing at 
Berwick en route to London in 1603 to claim the English throne that James heard 
of a destructive foray into Cumbria as far south as Penrith. Some perpetrators were 
apprehended and hanged; and shortly afterwards James established a Commission 
to examine the impact of these diffi culties on the English borders. This produced 

FIG. 1. Old Town House as extended in the eighteenth century, with the Westmorland roof to the 
right and the barn of 1725 to the left
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alarming evidence: 350,000 acres there, it was alleged, produced an annual rental of 
merely £350. James’s reign and that of Charles I witnessed a rapid reduction of the 
problem, though ‘Mosstroopers’, successors of the Reivers, were active in the early 
1660s as Charles II’s restored regime gradually took hold.7

 
By then more fundamental forces were coming into play. By the 1660s the terms of 
trade for the largely pastoral farmers of western England were improving. Throughout 
Western Europe the following century saw prices for cereal products on the wane 
as supply outstripped demand, whereas those for pastoral products, many of which 
supplied newly emerging industries, did much better. In the period 1650-1730 there 
was considerable house building and rebuilding in Cumberland and Westmorland, of 
which that at Old Town was one example among many.8 The prospects for yeoman 
farmers in the north west were becoming more promising.
 
Nonetheless, particularly in the Border areas, the economy was proceeding from a 
very low base. The most sparsely populated part of England and Wales, Cumberland 
and Westmorland are thought to have had two per cent of the total population of 
5.8 million in 1701, on fi ve per cent of the total acreage.9 Particular evidence from the 
later seventeenth century throws light on how contemporaries further south viewed 
the region. In a blunt ultimatum to his 62-year-old spendthrift son and eventual 
successor, Sir Thomas Gascoigne of Barnbow in the West Riding of Yorkshire, then 
89-years-old himself, had this to say: 

You have plunged yourself so deep into debts and disgraces as must needs bring you present great 
misery, if you escape ruin. And there is no prevention but a private retired life and in the North 
... Commit the care of your affairs at Barnbow to your uncle and brother. Away with Cotch [a 
retainer] into Cumberland!10

The implication is clear. For someone with a tendency to live beyond his means, 
Cumberland was a safe haven: remote, quiet, and poor, offering few opportunities 
for conspicuous expenditure. Shortly afterwards Camden’s Britannia described east 
Cumberland where the Parkers lived as ‘a lean, hungry, desolate sort of country’.11

 
In this context Christopher Parker’s will and inventory, and his ownership of two houses, 
one new and at an economic focal point, suggest that his situation was secure. After 
his death the minority till 1699 of his heir provided an opportunity for consolidation. 
With no successor of age expenditure was reduced; though Christopher’s widow, Jane, 
who survived till 1715, had to be sustained.
 
Old Town House

Old Town House became the family’s home in succeeding decades. As originally 
built in the early 1680s, it was of a single bay with one large room upstairs and one 
downstairs, joined by a staircase which led from a passageway linking front and 
back. This was very small: new houses in the area were normally of two bays. Having 
one house already, it is likely that Christopher did not wish to overstretch himself 
fi nancially, though he did want a base at the junction of the two drove roads. 

During the early eighteenth century, perhaps more than once, it was substantially 
extended, becoming a three-bay house, and the roof was raised. A further extension, or 
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‘offshot’, was built along the back, creating a kitchen, scullery, half-cellar and another 
passageway; with a different staircase, leading to additional bedrooms above. The 
re-roofi ng at the rear, necessary to cover the offshot, created overall an asymmetrical 
or ‘Westmorland’ roof. The kitchen ceiling was higher than the others, allowing joints 
of meat to be smoked; and beams on the ground fl oor were festooned with hooks to 
hold them, once cured. When extended the house was substantial, though never grand, 
home to a family which initially was comfortably off rather than wealthy. Crucially, it 
was opposite the meeting point of the two major drove roads. 

Thomas Parker (1678-1760)

While Christopher’s heir, Thomas, was a minor till 1699, he married in 1696, which 
was unusual. Because his fi rst child, another Christopher, was also born in 1696 his 
guardians may have consented to the marriage because his bride-to-be was pregnant. 
Although it may have got off to an impromptu start, the marriage was a good one. 
Thomas’s wife, Mary Nicolson, was ‘of Park Broom, Linstock’, which had come into 
her family on the marriage in the seventeenth century of Joseph Nicolson of Wetheral 
to Radigunda Scott, heiress of property at Linstock and Stanwix. Mary was related 
to Dr. William Nicolson, Bishop of Carlisle and later Archbishop of Cashel; and to 
his nephew, Joseph Nicolson, the early historian of Cumberland and Westmorland.12 
Thomas and Mary had ten children, six sons and four daughters, none of whom, again 
unusually, died young.
 
Mary died in 1747, but Thomas lived into his eighties, dying in 1760. It was during 
his long period as head of the family that Old Town House was extended. The original 
building was far too small for his large family. Moreover, his inventory distinguished 
between goods in the ‘kitchen’ at Old Town, and goods in the ‘parlour’ there: such 
a distinction could not have been made of a small, single-bay house, particularly of 
one with no outshot. Furthermore, until recently the enormous three-storey barn 
immediately adjacent to the house had a date mark of 1725. So Thomas not only 
extended the house but also made signifi cant additions to the outbuildings. The scale 
of the latter went far beyond personal needs, indicating involvement in supplying 
drovers and their beasts as they paused and pastured en route to market. Evidence 
from Thomas’s will confi rms his prosperity. He left £100 to one daughter, Barbara, 
and £200 to another, Mary, and was a major contributor to the rural pool of fl oating 
capital: his personal estate was valued at £554, some £480 of which was in ‘bonds 
and notes’, and he had no signifi cant debts.13 Compared with what earlier incumbents 
had left, these sums were exceedingly handsome for a yeoman farmer, far outstripping 
intervening infl ation.
 
Old Town brought increasing returns as the cattle trade continued to expand during the 
eighteenth century. Before the Act of Union between England and Scotland in 1707 
the trade had sometimes been encouraged, sometimes restricted, and occasionally 
prohibited, with traders fi ghting back through protests and evasion. The Union 
brought customs and tariffs to an end and subsequently droving grew steadily from 
around 30,000 cattle a year to some 80,000 by mid-century. By then most Scottish 
cattle entered England by Carlisle. The trade continued to grow prodigiously, reaching 
its peak in the 1830s.14 
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 Neither at this stage, earlier, nor until the nineteenth century is there precise information 
about the extent and value of the family’s property at Old Town or, indeed, elsewhere. 
We do not know when or how their holdings were accumulated, or the extent to 
which they developed. What is certain is that from the late 1740s the general economic 
situation began to improve substantially and did so progressively into the period of 
rapid industrialisation. The population of England and Wales, 6.1 million in 1750, 
rose to 9.1 million by 1800, propelled both by falling mortality, and a gradual lowering 
of the age of marriage (itself an indication of better prospects for young people) which 
resulted in rising fertility. Many types of industry developed more rapidly, creating 
growing demand for agricultural raw materials, while population growth stimulated 
the demand for foodstuffs.15 Unsurprisingly, in the generation following Thomas 
Parker there appear unmistakeable signs of further growth in the family’s fortunes.

Christopher Parker (1696-1776)

If we know little about Thomas Parker, the same is true of Christopher, his eldest son 
and heir. In 1731, almost three decades before his succession, he too had made a good 
marriage, to Agnes, third daughter of Anthony Holme of Dillicar Park, Westmorland. 
Whether because she had no brothers and/or because of the early death of her sisters, 
Agnes was an heiress: for later in life Christopher was known both as ‘of Old Town’ 
and ‘of Orton and Gilse, Westmorland’. Later, ‘Holme’ was added to the names of 
Christopher’s descendants, another indication that this marriage brought a signifi cant 
addition to the family’s holdings. Although they produced four sons, there were no 
daughters. This too was benefi cial – Christopher had no need to provide dowries for 
daughters on their marriage.
 
The careers of Christopher’s younger sons provide further evidence. Anthony, his 
second son, born in 1735 and who married in 1771, was known as ‘of Carleton’. 
This suggests that, by the time of his marriage, possibly earlier or later, the family felt 
secure enough to divide the ownership of their houses and property at Old Town and 
Carleton. Christopher’s third son, John, was Curate of Orton (1762-1771), and then 
of Selside (1771-1779), both livings in the area of the Holme inheritance. And his 
heir, yet another Christopher, was known, like his grandfather, as ‘of Orton and Gilse’; 
but also ‘of Petteril Green’, which lay just to the south of Old Town. Apparently, 
therefore, Parker property was split three ways in the later eighteenth century. There 
was a growing tendency to consolidate holdings where possible, whether accumulated 
through marriage, purchase or by other means.16 That a family of yeoman farmers 
(as all the Parkers continued to be described) chose not to do so suggests burgeoning 
confi dence.
 
One source of this confi dence is easily identifi ed – the success of Christopher’s youngest 
son, Robert. He made a fortune in the cotton industry, and was joined there by several 
other family members. A nineteenth-century letter reveals how he managed to do so. 
As the youngest son, he had initially to make his own way. He went to Manchester 
where he ‘saw his way to make money. So he came back and his elder brother, Thomas, 
agreed to mortgage Old Town to start Robert’.17 He was subsequently known as ‘of 
Heaton Norris’, near Stockport, where he acquired industrial premises from Samuel 
Oldknow, among the earliest, successful cotton manufacturers. Robert was not just 
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fi nanced but joined in business there by his brother, Thomas, Christopher Parker’s 
heir at Old Town. Together they became extremely wealthy. All this lay ahead of 
Christopher’s death in 1776 in his eightieth year: but, following his own inheritance, it 
transformed the family’s fortunes and led to dramatic increases in their landholdings 
and social status in the early nineteenth century. They ceased to be yeoman farmers 
and became major industrialists; and Old Town provided the security for, and the 
capital to fi nance, this transition. 

Industrialists

Thomas Parker (1732-1807) and Robert Parker (1744-1815)

Born in 1732, this Thomas Parker married later in life than his father, and twice. His 
fi rst bride, in 1765, was Margaret, daughter of David Wray of Gowborough Hall, 
near Ullswater, who died without issue in 1782. A year later he married, secondly, 
Jane Faulden of Beaumont Hall, near Penrith, producing three sons by her, Thomas, 
Robert and William. We know nothing of Thomas senior’s activities at Old Town 
during this period, but later he was known as ‘of Old Town, [Upper] Hesket and of 
Stockport, Cheshire’. 
 
The background to his success in manufacturing with Robert lay in developments in 
English overseas trade from around 1660. Together with other new products, such 
as sugar, dyestuffs and tobacco from across the Atlantic, and tea from the Far East, 
English merchants began to import cheap cotton cloths, or ‘calicoes’, from India. 
These quickly became popular: compared with the heavy woollen cloth worn for 
centuries, they were much lighter and, through printing on the fabric, were easily 
embellished. By mid-century calicoes and muslins dominated the fashion market; and 
with raw cotton being imported from the southern American states, the search began 
for ways of generating mass consumption.18 Consideration of the career of Samuel 
Oldknow who, together with his friend, Richard Arkwright, was among the giants 
of the early cotton industry, explains how Thomas and Robert Parker made their 
breakthrough into manufacturing. This may not have been their fi rst attempt to do so, 
but it was decisive.
 
Samuel’s father was a muslin manufacturer from Nottingham; his mother hailed from 
Anderton in south Lancashire, where the family lived. His early years were spent as 
apprentice to his uncle, a Nottingham draper. In 1779 Richard Arkwright invented 
the spinning mule, which offered the possibility of spinning high-quality cotton yarn. 
In 1881 Samuel returned to Lancashire as his uncle’s partner in a muslin business in 
Anderton. Within three years he became the largest muslin manufacturer in Britain. 
By 1784 he had new premises in Stockport and at nearby Heaton Mersey, and in 
1790 opened the fi rst steam-powered mill in Stockport. Samuel purchased yarn from 
Arkwright and others and, with the help of energetic managers, had it made into cloth 
by large numbers of handloom weavers under one roof. Already by the late 1780s his 
sales were worth £80-90,000 a year, 90 per cent of which were of fi ne muslins, many 
of them exported, some as far afi eld as Botany Bay! In 1787 he had purchased the 
Mellor estate in Derbyshire, where he engaged in wholesale development: building 
properties, including cottages, industrial premises and three reservoirs, and engaging 
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in high farming; serving as a senior offi cer in the Volunteers; and, just before he died, 
becoming Chairman of the local Agricultural Society.
 
At his death in 1828 Oldknow owed Arkwright £205,000. Having always borrowed to 
fi nance his manufacturing activities, the origins of his indebtedness lay much earlier. 
Although there were signs in the early 1790s that he had overreached himself, worse 
was to come. An economic crisis severely hampered trade from the autumn of 1792 
and worsened considerably when war with France was declared in February 1793. 
Oldknow only managed to weather the storm by selling or letting all his industrial 
premises in or near Stockport.19 The fi rst to go was that at Heaton Mersey, which was 
bought for an unknown sum by Robert Parker in November 1793.20 Subsequently, 
Robert and Thomas suffered no serious setbacks and prospered mightily.
 
A family business 

Robert’s will of 1815 indicates that long before that date they had become major 
players in Britain’s fi rst industrial revolution. Moreover, either from the start or slightly 
later, they were joined by four members of the next generation: Thomas’s three sons, 
Thomas junior, Robert and William; and his and Robert senior’s nephew, Christopher, 
son of the Rev. John Parker, Vicar of Orton and Selside. With six Parkers engaged, cotton 
manufacturing became a thoroughly family affair. In a volatile, cutthroat business, they 
regarded it as sensible to share responsibilities amongst next-of-kin.
 
The purchase at Heaton Mersey is the earliest evidence of the family’s engagement 
in cotton manufacturing. The property housed a bleachworks and a calico-printing 
works, and employed 86 people – 47 bleachers, 37 printers and two watchmen. Plant 
was driven by waterpower from the Mersey which fl owed alongside the works; and 
being upstream of Manchester and, therefore, relatively clean, the river also provided 
the water used in bleaching. The Parkers discontinued calico-printing following their 
purchase. However, neither then nor later did they confi ne themselves to a single 
operation and Robert senior was known principally as a ‘calico-printer’ at his death 
in 1815. In 1802 he hired an experienced bleacher, Thomas Pendlebury of Bolton, to 
manage the Heaton Mersey works: some family members, it seems, were primarily 
engaged elsewhere. At some point they acquired a colliery at Woodley, near Stockport, 
suggesting a switch to steam-powered operations to remain competitive. There was 
also a spinning mill in Stockport and probably several other concerns. They established 
partnerships with other individuals, and acquired warehouses in no fewer than fi fteen 
different streets in Manchester. From there – with shares in both the Manchester and 
Liverpool Cotton Exchanges, and dealing with merchants in those two cities as well 
as in London and Glasgow – they shipped goods worldwide: to Europe, including the 
Mediterranean; to the U.S.A.; to Central and Latin America; and to the East Indies. 
Operations on this scale could only have been built up over several years and long pre-
dated Robert senior’s death.21

 They also became major philanthropists – perhaps a means of salving their conscience 
of unease at how their wealth was accumulated. Many cotton workers were very young 
– youths and often children. They worked long hours for poor pay from Monday to 
Saturday. Sunday was the only day available for education. Robert senior’s response 
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to this was to build a school near the Heaton Mersey works, opened in 1800; and 
soon closely associated with another, much larger establishment – Stockport Sunday 
School. Founded in 1784, funded from public subscriptions and open to young people 
of all denominations, the Stockport School acquired its own, custom-built premises 
in 1806. In December that year it moved into a massive building, ‘the largest [Sunday 
School] in the Kingdom’. Available to pupils from 9 am to 6 pm on Sundays, this 
was four storeys high, and had 56 classrooms and a central Hall with seating for 300. 
Robert was a major benefactor – providing it, for example, with a new organ in 1810 
at a cost of £500 – and for many years its Auditor. He also subscribed regularly to the 
Sunday School Trust Society, founded in 1810. Nor did he neglect the small school 
at Upper Hesket where, probably, he himself had been educated. He gave it £200 in 
1811, on the strength of which it also obtained a Parliamentary grant of £600.22

Robert Parker’s will, 1815

Thomas Parker senior died in 1807, aged 75. No will is extant but Old Town was 
left to his heir, Thomas junior. His stake in cotton manufacturing was left to Robert 
Parker senior on the understanding that ultimately he would provide for the next 
generation. Development of the family’s various businesses continued uninterrupted, 
with the uncle, Robert, at its head.
 
In 1808, at the age of 64 and to everyone’s surprise, Robert married a Sarah Pollitt. As 
she died in 1856, Sarah was clearly many years his junior. Records are strangely silent 
about her and, judging from Robert’s will, the marriage caused unease, and possibly 
more, among his family. James and Sarah Pollitt ran the ‘Black Boy’ public house 
in Bridge Street, Stockport from 1795, which was on or near the site of Stockport 
Sunday School. Indeed, before the new School was built classes had been started in 
an upstairs room at the ‘Black Boy’.23 This suggests that these Pollitts were Sarah’s 
parents. If this was the case, and it would be a remarkable co-incidence if it were not, 
one can imagine the reaction to the marriage in his family and elsewhere.
 
Apparently in rude health, Robert Parker remained thoroughly in charge of affairs 
until his sudden death as a result of a carriage accident in 1815. According to a local 
newspaper: 

On Friday last, as Robert Parker, Esq. of Heaton Norris was driving through Stockport in his gig, the 
horse took fright, and ran against a post, which precipitated him with such violence on the pavement 
as to occasion almost instant death. His loss will be deeply felt and lamented by his affl icted widow 
and numerous friends. His purse was always open to assist in every work connected with religion and 
benevolence. The poor have lost in him a bountiful benefactor. He was in his 71st year.24

In one respect both Robert and the family were singularly fortunate, for his will had 
been executed on 17 July, only four days before his death. This document provides the 
fullest available information regarding the wealth the family had accumulated from 
their cotton venture.25 

Unfortunately, though it reveals that Robert had executed a pre-nuptial settlement, 
neither the will nor any other source provides further details. While Robert’s settlement 
on Sarah Pollitt was no doubt generous, this was certainly true of his will. Besides 
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all the ‘household furniture, plate, linen, china, horses and carriages, books and 
pictures’ in the house where they had lived (probably in Manchester), she was left 
£600 a year, and never re-married. She was also bequeathed, ‘for life’, ‘my dwelling 
house and outbuildings at Tithe Barn Hill [in Heaton] with the gardens and pleasure 
grounds surrounding’ it, plus an adjacent fi eld, together with the use of the house 
where they had lived for a year after Robert’s death. Extremely strict safeguards were 
established to cover possible delays or non-payment of what she was due; only once 
these arrangements were established did Robert create a trust to govern his remaining 
dispositions.
 
He left ‘all my freehold and leasehold estates in Heaton, Manchester, Stockport, 
Woodley, Cheadle or elsewhere’, and the rest of his personal estate, to four trustees, his 
three nephews, Thomas, Robert and Christopher (though curiously not William), and 
a close friend, Thomas Stubington Penny, gentleman, of Tithe Barn Hill in Heaton. 
His property holdings, therefore, were extensive while, even after his bequests to his 
widow, his personal estate was valued at over £153,000. The latter included stock and 
goods in the ‘Heaton and Manchester concern’ (£101,000), in ‘Worthington, Parker 
& Co.’ (£19,000), and in the ‘Stockport Spinning concern’ (£15,000), as well as at 
Woodley, together with shares in the Manchester and Liverpool Cotton Exchanges. 
The trustees were charged with paying debts and expenses, plus an additional £500 
to Sarah; and, remarkably, with providing £6,000 to each of fi ve nieces – Mary and 
Nanny, daughters of his brother, Anthony; and Betty, Ellen and Isabella, daughters 
of his brother, John. There was to be no delay with these bequests: all had to be paid 
within a year of his death. Only one of these ladies, Betty Parker, was still single and, 
unsurprisingly, she got a husband within a year. 

There followed several substantial charitable bequests: £1,000 to the Manchester 
Infi rmary & Lunatic Hospital, and £500 to each of the Manchester Lying-In Hospital, 
Stockport Sunday School, the British & Foreign Bible Society, and ‘the School at 
Stockport under the Established Church on Dr. Bell’s Plan’. Stockport Dispensary 
got £200 and the ‘Free School at [Upper] Hesket’ a further £100. He was buried only 
yards from this school, which stood near St. Mary’s churchyard in the village. Finally, 
£500 was to be invested and the returns devoted to the ‘repair of the Sunday School 
at Heaton and for clothing for the children’ there.
 
Robert went on to dispose of his substantial real estate. At the time of his death he 
still hoped to produce offspring and, had he done so, all would have gone to any sole 
heir and, if more than one, would have been divided equally between them. Being 
a self-made man, he wished any son or sons to ‘have an [sic] University education 
at one of the Colleges in Oxford or Cambridge’, but he had no issue. Everything 
devolved in equal parts on his four nephews: Thomas, Robert and William of the 
Old Town branch and Christopher of nearby Petteril Green, though not immediately. 
Equal quadripartite partition could only occur ‘at the expiration of seven years from 
1 January last’. The nephews had to wait until 1822 to obtain their shares. If any 
of them left the business before then, £20,000 was to be their sole entitlement. 
Meanwhile, ‘my will is that they shall carry on the trade and business at Heaton and 
Manchester’. One can only speculate about the reasons for this unusual constraint. 
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Perhaps he felt that his nephews had yet to earn their inheritance. He could scarcely 
have been infl uenced by events in 1815, was not unwell and did not know when he 
would die, still less that he would do so suddenly. There was a fi nal factor. Robert’s 
nephew, Christopher, had already received £20,000 in August 1810 and severed his 
connection with the business. Thus, following Robert’s death only three participants 
remained – the brothers Thomas, Robert junior and William, all of the Old Town 
branch of the family.
 
Thus, in a single generation the Parkers of Old Town moved from the ranks of yeoman 
farmers to a position among the most successful industrialists of their day. Their next 
transition, from 1822, saw them establishing themselves as substantial landowners in 
their native Cumberland, while also maintaining their business interests in Manchester 
and Stockport. 

Landed Proprietors

Thomas Parker (1784-1828)

In 1807 the Old Town property had devolved on Robert’s nephew, Thomas. Though 
born there like his two brothers, he spent most of his early years in Stockport and in 
1809 married Mary Heald of Parr’s Wood, immediately adjacent to Heaton Mersey. 
For the rest of his life he continued in business, very successfully, with his younger 
brother, William. In 1822, however, both of them diversifi ed from manufacturing 
industry and became landed proprietors and benefactors in Cumberland, each buying 
substantial property there.
 
The post-Napoleonic war recession with its falling agricultural prices was a diffi cult 
period for less substantial, copyhold tenants and Thomas looked out for possible 
purchases adjacent to Old Town. Between 1815 and 1819 he snapped up six small 
holdings for a total of £2,066 plus a £40 life annuity to one vendor.26 Then in 1822 
Thomas purchased the Warwick Hall estate for £45,000. This was an attractive, 
compact property, lying east of Carlisle alongside the River Eden, a few miles north-
east of Old Town. He bought from Robert Warwick, originally not a Warwick, but a 
Robert Bonner who had subsequently added the name of Warwick to his own. The 
Warwick family had died out in 1772, leaving substantial debts. Bonner Warwick’s 
father, Thomas, who hailed from Callerton in Northumberland, had begun buying up 
their property around Warwick Hall from the 1780s. He left this to Robert, who was 
described as ‘a banker, dealer and chapman’ – a multifarious entrepreneur. Besides 
banking, he owned shares in the Old Brewery, Carlisle, dealt with over 30 small 
proprietors in enclosuring Warwick common and wastes, and purchased property 
which he merged with the Warwick Hall estate. However, Bonner Warwick himself 
got into serious fi nancial diffi culties and in 1798 began to mortgage his property 
heavily. Thereafter he did not have his troubles to seek. In 1811 he parted from his 
wife, Mary, nee Atkinson, of Carlisle, by whom he had had four daughters; and in 
1817 the Court of King’s Bench gave judgment against him for his mortgages. Finally, 
in 1821 he was declared bankrupt and his mortgagees began to sell his properties in 
Cumberland, Northumberland and Durham to recoup their capital. This provided 
Thomas Parker with his opportunity.27 Although he paid a large sum for the Warwick 
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Hall estate, he may have acquired the property at a bargain price during the severe 
post-war recession.
 
In 1822 also William Parker bought the Skirwith Abbey estate, of some 154 acres. After 
long years with the East India Company a John Yates had purchased this in 1768 and 
in 1774 built a neo-classical house on it. Because of the property’s supposed origins 
as the site of a house of the Knights Templars, he had called the property Skirwith 
Abbey. However, no longer being able to afford to live there, he had moved to Hutton 
Hall, near Penrith. Through Yates’s childless marriage to an Aglionby daughter, the 
Abbey and estate passed to that family, and William Parker bought it from a Major 
Aglionby of Nunnery. How much William paid for his acquisition is unknown, but 
it was probably considerably less than Thomas paid for Warwick Hall. Several miles 
south-east of Old Town, Skirwith Abbey was smaller, less developed, and on poor land 
underneath the high Pennines.28

 
Robert Parker (1787-1850) 

The other, middle brother, Robert, was much less fortunate. He had combined 
vigorously with his brothers and nephew in the conduct of the family’s business, and 
continued to do so after his uncle Robert’s death. Indeed, he espoused the latter’s 
philanthropic activities with more enthusiasm than either of his siblings. He was a 
member of the Committee which oversaw Stockport Sunday School, contributed to 
its building fund, and co-signed a letter appealing for further contributions. In 1822 
he was chiefl y responsible for fi nancing an extension to the school at Heaton Mersey 
and on 27 July laid its foundation stone, inscribed ‘for the education and religious 
instruction of the children of the labouring classes’.29

Soon afterwards tragedy struck. ‘He was quite normal until the age of 36 [in 1823] 
when he became a mental case and never recovered’. Later William ‘lamented [the] 
malady of my brother, Robert’, which had rendered him ‘incapable of managing his 
affairs’.30 There are no precise details of how the family dealt with the implications of 
Robert’s insanity for his inheritance but it seems that it was arranged for his interests 
to devolve entirely on whichever of Thomas and William survived the other. They took 
personal care of Robert, who lived at Warwick Hall till Thomas died in 1828, and was 
then moved to be with William at Skirwith Abbey for the rest of his life. He was known 
as ‘of Old Town, Stockport, Warwick Hall and Skirwith Abbey’ but these were only 
courtesy addresses and did not signify control over property. 
 
Despite this, the family continued to prosper. There was no retreat from industrial 
involvement in 1822. The manufacturing and marketing businesses continued as 
previously. There were changes in partnership arrangements and Woodley colliery was 
sold in 1825, but statements of production continued to arrive at Warwick Hall and 
Skirwith Abbey, shipping schedules were scrutinized, building work was undertaken, 
fl ood damage was repaired, and a new warehouse in Birchin Lane, Manchester, 
was acquired. Finished goods continued to be shipped to numerous destinations 
worldwide: Bahia, Batavia, Buenos Aires, the East Indies, Gibraltar, Leghorn, Lima, 
Lisbon, Malta, New Orleans, New York, Pernambuco, and Valparaiso.31
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Business rationalisation

The pattern changed, however, following a serious depression in the cotton trade in 
1826. Thereafter, the brothers re-structured their activities, allowing others to take 
over manufacturing, while they concentrated on marketing and sales. The Heaton 
works, which involved spinning, weaving, bleaching and printing, possibly partly 
powered by gas, were leased. The lessees became responsible for production processes 
but maintained close contact with the Parkers, who were not only their proprietors but 
also bought, stored, shipped and sold their fi nished products.32 This rationalization 
prevailed for many years to come as both brothers devoted more time and energy to 
their new role as landowners in Cumberland.
 
The signifi cance which they attached to their new-found status prompted a successful 
approach to the College of Arms in 1824 for a grant of armorial bearings which, until 
recently, were ensconced above the front door at Old Town House.33 Their land purchases 
constituted a dramatic breakthrough into the landed classes for the descendants of a 
yeoman farmer from Wreay. Conventional progression was from industrial or commercial 
endeavours to landed proprietorship. Unusually, the Parkers moved from agriculture to 
industry and, albeit as proprietors, back again. Henceforward, Old Town became merely 
an outlier of much larger properties although both men made benefactions, as their 
uncle Robert had done, in acknowledgement of their origins. 

Thomas Parker presided over his newly acquired estate only briefl y, suffering from 
‘a complicated and protracted illness’. Yet ‘his judgement was remarkably sound and 
practical, rendering him strikingly qualifi ed for the projection of advantageous plans, 
and combined as it was with unwearied perseverance, directing their execution to a 
prosperous issue’. He died in 1828, aged only 43. For six years he had devoted much 
of his energy to ‘numerous improvements … to the village and neighbourhood of 
Warwick’, providing in particular ‘for the religious instruction of the rising generation’. 
He was clearly regarded as a leader within his regional community and served as High 
Sheriff of Cumberland in 1828.34 

In his last year he also completed his major project, the complete re-building of 
Warwick Hall. The main building was destroyed by fi re in 1930, but Thomas’s lodge 
and pedimented stables survived. Despite the costs arising from this, Thomas left 
large sums in his will: £15,000 to his widow, Mary; and a total of £4,000 to three 
cousins, including £2,000 to Christopher Parker of Petteril Green. There were 
charitable donations of £500 each to the British & Foreign Bible Society, the Church 
Missionary Society, the Weslyan Missionary Society, Manchester Infi rmary and the 
Stockport Dispensary; and also bequests to his coachman, his footman and three 
female servants. Finally, he left £1,000 to the Cumberland Infi rmary; and in 1828 a 
Parker Mausoleum in St. Mary’s churchyard at Upper Hesket was erected. Though 
outlying and small compared with his property at Warwick Hall, that at Old Town was 
not forgotten and by this time members of the extended family were routinely buried 
in St. Mary‘s churchyard in Upper Hesket.35

His ability to be so generous while ceding control of the family’s business interests 
to William was no doubt based on his ownership of land in Lancashire, Cheshire, 
Derbyshire and Westmorland as well as Cumberland. Surviving records throw light 
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on a great deal but, as for earlier decades, they reveal least about the extent of their 
landholdings, which were clearly considerable.
 
William Parker (1789-1856)

Thomas’s widow, Mary, lived on till 1857. Their marriage having been childless, both 
Warwick Hall and Old Town devolved on Thomas’s younger brother, William, who 
already presided at Skirwith Abbey. For almost thirty years these three properties, 
together with the business concerns further south, fell under one owner. Like that of 
his brothers, William’s health was fragile. Perhaps their many years amidst the dark 
satanic mills of Stockport and Manchester had taken its toll on all of them. William 
executed his will shortly after Thomas’s death in 1828 and not long afterwards ‘owing 
to ill-health he retired to Skirwith, where he was always very infi rm’.36 He nonetheless 
lived till 1856 and dealt with a host of business from his rural retreat.
 
By the late 1820s, the works at Heaton Mersey had been let to a Samuel Stocks for 
£1,000 a year. He corresponded regularly with William about production processes, 
repairs and industrial relations, but was clearly in charge of day-to-day operations. 
William also engaged in correspondence about the warehouses in Manchester, from 
which he continued to derive substantial income.37 Thus, the rationalization of the 
mid-1820s became thoroughly embedded, requiring much less close control than 
hitherto, allowing William to direct matters remotely, and to pursue other interests. 
Among the latter was art. William was a competent water-colourist and, in addition 
to conspicuous expenditure on furniture and silver, during his later years he gathered 
together a notable collection of oil paintings, including a Titian and a Rembrandt. 
 
He was also active as an enterprising proprietor: indeed, he was the kind of owner 
most prized by local people for, somewhat remote as it was and located on relatively 
poor land in the shadow of Cross Fell, Skirwith needed all the help it could get. 
He generally improved the village, building several cottages and the Sun Inn, and 
providing fi nancial support for the school there. Latterly he negotiated with the Church 
Commissioners to establish a church in Skirwith, provided the land, and left money to 
cover building costs and to endow the living, ‘said to have cost him £9,000’.38

 
While all this was ongoing at Skirwith William Parker let his property at Old Town and 
Upper Hesket. The largest holding there was Old Town House itself with its adjoining 
outbuildings, within 177 acres of arable and meadow land straddling the turnpike road 
from Penrith to Carlisle. The lease was renewed in 1846 for fourteen years at an annual 
rent of £157 10s. 0d., and included clauses about the timetable for payments of rent 
and taxes; a requirement that the tenant live there and keep it in good repair; and other 
clauses regarding rotation, arbitration in the event of disputes, and so on. While all 
these stipulations were standard by the mid-nineteenth century, one clause did not fall 
into this category. The tenant was ‘to supply to the Landlord in each year not less than 
twenty quarts of cranberries, if so many are produced’.39 This unusual requirement 
reveals an interesting feature of the Old Town property. A short distance from the 
house, north of the road to Armathwaite, lay Tarn Wadling. On the boggy ground to its 
west grew copious cranberry bushes whose fruit, according to contemporaries, could 
not ‘be equalled in quality and fl avour’.40 As the tarn itself was not part of the Old Town 
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estate, these bushes must have spread further westwards onto William’s property and 
he ensured that a good quantity of their fruit was collected for his use.
 
Among William’s services to Upper Hesket and its hinterland was the provision he 
made for a new school there. A school had been built on the north side of St. Mary’s 
Churchyard in the mid-eighteenth century and William’s uncle, Robert, had provided 
money for its upkeep. By the 1850s the building was in poor condition. William also 
worried that it was ‘not in a very favourable situation as, being so near a burial ground, 
gives [sic] the idea at least of unhealthiness; and I presume there is no access to it 
but through the Church Yard, which is very unseemly’. A search began for a suitable 
alternative site. In 1853, when such could not be found, William donated a plot from 
the Old Town estate: this lay on the south-west side of the village, next to the turnpike 
road from Penrith to Carlisle. He then provided £145, almost half the sum required 
to build (handsomely in the local red sandstone) both the school and a residence for 
the Master.41 The establishment fl ourishes to this day.

By this time William Parker lived alone at Skirwith Abbey. He looked after his brother, 
Robert, till the latter died in 1850, leaving £1,000 to the Cumberland Infi rmary. 
Stockport Sunday School had not forgotten Robert. They sent William a resolution, 
engrossed on vellum, recording their appreciation of Robert’s early work. William 
responded with a further donation of £250, which fi nally discharged the debt on the 
building opened in 1806. The School held a memorial service for Robert in August 
1850, and in November a memorial tablet to the Parker family was erected in the great 
hall.42 

At his own death, childless and unmarried, in 1856 William’s charitable bequests 
rivalled those of his uncle and elder brother. £500 went to each of the British and 
Foreign Bible Society, the Church Missionary Society, the Wesleyan Missionary 
Society, and the Infi rmaries at Manchester and Carlisle. Stockport Infi rmary was left 
£250, and Stockport Sunday School a further £100. The schools at Skirwith, Warwick 
and Upper Hesket received £500, £250 and £200 respectively, while £500 was 
devoted to ‘certain small parochial payments which I have been in the habit of making’. 
Though his property was split two ways, both benefi ciaries were direct descendants 
of Christopher Parker of Petteril Green, who many years earlier had joined his uncle 
and Old Town cousins in their venture into cotton. The fi rst was one of Christopher’s 
younger sons, another Christopher, who inherited the Skirwith estate (together with 
up to £25,000 for judicious expansion of it) and the business concerns in Manchester. 
The second was one of Christopher’s grandsons, Thomas Holme Parker, who was left 
the Warwick Hall and Old Town properties.43

Decline, debt and sale 

In 1856 Thomas Holme Parker was a minor – a boy of 14 at Radley School, from 
where he went on to Queen’s College, Oxford.44 Until 1863, therefore, his affairs 
were overseen by three guardians, whose activities were monitored by the Court of 
Chancery. A leading Penrith estate agent, William Heskett, was appointed receiver 
of rents etc. during the minority and continued to manage Thomas’s estate once the 
latter came of age.45
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The Old Town property was let in three parts. The ancient hostelry in Upper Hesket, 
the Salutation Inn, earned £36 a year; cottages, gardens and orchards in the village 
a further £28; while the farm based at Old Town House, brought in £157. 10s. 0d. 
annually and consisted of most of the land to either side and to the south of the 
village, and still commanded the northern juncture of the roads to Carlisle and 
Armathwaite.46 By then, however, the droving trade had virtually disappeared. The 
farm was a substantial one but had rather more arable than pasture, and its income 
was derived from conventional mixed farming. Under the Holme Parker regime it was 
let continuously.47

Shortly after attaining his majority, and with his future father-in-law presiding, Thomas 
married Amy, daughter of the Rev. J. Butler of Burnley in Lancashire. For several 
years after his succession he comported himself as one might expect of a leading local 
proprietor with a grand house at Warwick Hall. He served as a Justice of the Peace 
and as Deputy Lieutenant, and in 1871 was High Sheriff of Cumberland. He was a 
Major and later Honorary Lieutenant-Colonel of the Westmorland and Cumberland 
Yeomanry Cavalry and, for a while, Master of the Cumberland Foxhounds. His main 
base, however, was never in Cumberland. As early as 1871 his chief address was in 
Cheltenham, and later he lived in Windsor and then in Reading.48

Family testimony that he lived beyond his means is corroborated by other evidence. 
Before long, Heskett’s primary task was the management of a growing number of 
mortgages, of which there was a long sequence by the 1880s. Heskett’s accounts also 
note regular sales of wood as attempts were made to boost income from the properties. 
While the precise reasons for this indebtedness remain unknown, Thomas decided, as 
he approached his fi ftieth birthday, to alleviate his fi nancial diffi culties by selling all 
his land in Cumberland. Apparently, he had been contemplating this for some time, 
arranging to break the entail on his estate, thus leaving him free to sell, as early as 
1869. No doubt with a view to maximising the return from the sale, the Old Town 
property was auctioned in six lots. Valued at a total of just over £8,000, it was sold in 
the 1890s. The sale of the Warwick Hall estate followed at about the same time.49 As 
with the cattle droving trade which was eventually extinguished by the elaboration of 
the railway network, but from which the Parkers had earlier derived so much of their 
wherewithal, Thomas Holme Parker’s ‘descent was ... complete’.50

Conclusion

It has been said of Joseph Nicolson, the early historian of Cumberland, to whom 
the Parkers were related, that he ‘was characteristic of an important section of north 
Cumberland society in the eighteenth century who, although they enjoyed only 
a modest income from landed property, were as deeply conscious of their family 
origins and connections as were the true landed gentry’.51 This rings true of the 
Parkers too, who until 1856 exhibited a high degree of common purpose and mutual 
solidarity. Key instances were, fi rstly, their decision to split their landholdings three 
ways in the eighteenth century; and then, secondly, to mortgage Old Town to enable 
the remaining, fourth son to embark on an industrial career which ultimately, and 
hugely, benefi ted them all. Indeed, no fewer than six family members – two from one 
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generation and four from another – switched their focus from farming in Cumberland 
to manufacturing and marketing in Stockport and Manchester. A collective approach to 
their intrinsically risky endeavours made good sense, but was remarkable nonetheless, 
testifying eloquently to their determination to move forward together. Robert Parker’s 
extraordinary generosity to his fi ve nieces provides powerful evidence of the same 
spirit, as does the manner in which two of his nephews took care of their mentally-ill 
brother. The single blemish on this record was the family’s unease at Robert senior’s 
late marriage to the young Sarah Pollitt though, apparently, even this was stifl ed.
 
Another, possibly signifi cant element of uniformity in their approach to life was a 
strong commitment across this long period to Anglicanism. A number of younger 
sons became ordained ministers in the Church of England. If anything, their loyalty to 
St. Mary’s Church in Upper Hesket intensifi ed as the years went by, and was amply 
demonstrated long before the building of the mausoleum there in 1828. Nor was their 
religious persuasion of an exclusivist kind, for their substantial charitable donations 
also favoured institutions of a more Evangelical hue. In a very conventional sense they 
were principled people, conscious of a need to share their good fortune with those 
among whom they lived, and who materially helped to generate their wealth. Robert 
senior’s activities on behalf of the labouring poor went far beyond the norm for his 
day, and were publicly acknowledged as doing so, as did his nephews’ bequests.
 
None of their collective endeavours persuaded them to be risk-averse: far from it. 
Christopher Parker, who built Old Town House, seized his main chance by exploiting 
the location of his holdings vis a vis the droving trade, and the rise to considerable 
prosperity of his long-lived son, Thomas, was similarly based. The later entry to the 
cotton industry, however, was of a different order. The Parkers bought the works at 
Heaton Mersey from Samuel Oldknow whose career dramatically illustrated the dangers 
inherent in the cotton business. Great fortunes were both made and lost and, with so 
many of their activities dependent on the vagaries of technological development and 
the uncertainties of overseas trade during the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic 
Wars, family members demonstrated considerable nerve and judgement. The decision 
to rationalize their business interests in the mid-1820s was sound: but temptations to 
persist, or to withdraw completely, were there nonetheless. That they chose a middle 
course – to get out of production but to continue in marketing and sales – can be put 
down to sheer business acumen. 

The family’s success over many generations only broke down with the succession 
of an indirect male heir in the early 1860s. If Robert Parker senior could have seen 
ahead, he would perhaps have been less insistent that the male heir or heirs that he 
failed to produce should have an Oxbridge education. From the start Thomas Holme 
Parker’s career was not closely linked to the family’s previous experience, and still 
less to the realities of life in the far north of England. The texture of his early life was 
fundamentally foreign to the infl uences which had formed earlier generations and, 
above all, he continued to live at several removes from the traditions which had guided 
family behaviour hitherto.
 
The family’s history also casts light on the experiences of contemporary yeomen 
farmers, industrialists and landowners. In practice customary tenure in Cumberland 
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was virtually equivalent to ownership in fee simple. The security yeoman farmers 
derived from being, in effect, owners of land as distinct from mere tenants underpinned 
the determination with which the Parkers pursued their endeavours. While key 
features of such tenure are manifest, a comparative aspect may have been neglected. 
Similar, though not identical, systems emerged in other areas – Ireland, for example52 
– where land was poor, public order was fragile, economic circumstances were 
uncertain, and solid tenants were hard to come by. Whereas in settled and prosperous 
regions the relationship between owner and tenant became thoroughly commercial, 
in Cumberland and elsewhere negotiating power between the two was more evenly 
balanced. Once established and consolidated the customary system provided a solid 
basis on which families like the Parkers could prosper. Their experience, however, was 
far from typical, and there has been a long and lively debate about the fortunes of 
many of their neighbours.53

 
As with other families who did well, successful marriages were a powerful enabling 
factor. Some brought increased social status, some inheritances of land, and some both. 
For the Parkers this was particularly evident while they remained yeomen farmers. 
Without it they might never have reached the point where they could contemplate a 
radical new departure. This was among the reasons why, once he had become a rich 
man, Robert Parker senior endowed his fi ve nieces so handsomely.
 
Their experience as industrialists illustrates the sheer size and scope of the opportunities, 
and the threats, which emerged at the height of Britain’s fi rst industrial revolution. 
The general economic trend was upwards, particularly in the cotton industry, but 
periodically there were sharp downward fl uctuations: in the longer term it was the 
canny, resourceful and quick-witted who survived. Their experience also recalls a 
fundamental fact about transport before the railway age – carriage over land was much 
slower and more expensive than water transport. Internally canal development eased 
this problem considerably, but the single most dramatic element in the family’s history 
was external. Within a few years of establishing themselves as cotton manufacturers 
the Parkers were able, even in wartime, to ship their wares all over the world; and it was 
this aspect of their business above all others which brought them prolonged success. 

There were two factors, however, against which no family could insure: the personal 
behaviour of successive incumbents; and their demography. Thomas Holme Parker 
seemed to offer the possibility of maintaining the family’s position and earlier 
progress, but things turned out otherwise. Moreover, he only got his chance because 
the senior branch had failed in the direct male line. Males of the earlier generation 
either died unmarried or failed to reproduce. The deepest irony of this family’s history 
is that when they were making their way steadily but moderately they experienced 
no diffi culty, to put it mildly, in producing children; but when they had made their 
fortune, they were barren; except, again ironically, for Thomas Holme Parker, one of 
whose sons lived on until 1966! One consequence of demographic failure, particularly 
when coupled with economic decline, is that successes recede and are often forgotten. 
This essay has served to resurrect the achievements of the Parker family; and one 
major element in their history remains – Old Town House itself. Externally it is not 
much different from when it was fi nally extended. The hub of their activities for over 
a century, it was subsequently the initial and vital means whereby the Parkers’ great 
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industrial venture proved viable. In mute testimony both to their origins and to their 
eventual success, it still stands.

          Old Town House, High Hesket, Cumbria CA4 OJE
              peter.roebuck3@btinternet.com 
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